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does god have a place in the red pill man s life return - marriage although the concept of nation is higher than the
concept of family the concept of a nation stems from the concept of the family the clan as well as religious values
governments businesses and nations reflect upon the state of the family, human knowledge foundations and limits fideisms judaism is the semitic monotheistic fideist religion based on the old testament s 1000 600 bce rules for the worship
of yahweh by his chosen people the children of abraham s son isaac c1800 bce zoroastrianism is the persian monotheistic
fideist religion founded by zarathustra c628 c551 bce and which teaches that good must be chosen over evil in order to
achieve salvation, answers the most trusted place for answering life s - answers com is the place to go to get the
answers you need and to ask the questions you want, some moral dilemmas friesian school - some moral dilemmas the
following is a list of some moral dilemmas mostly adapted from moral reasoning by victor grassian prentice hall 1981 1992
with some additions dilemmas from grassian are given in his own words with comments or alterations in brackets, seneca
epistles book 1 stoics home page - epistle ii ii on discursiveness in reading judging by what you write me and by what i
hear i am forming a good opinion regarding your future you do not run hither and thither and distract yourself by changing
your abode for such restlessness is the sign of a disordered spirit the primary indication to my thinking of a well ordered
maid is a man s ability to remain in one place and, the toxoplasma of rage slate star codex - i think it s the same
phenomenon wherein people become outraged at the prospect of trading off sacred values for mundane ones i think the
perceived immorality of this comes because it breaks the moral principle of not taking advantage of people s misery, why
should we be good quillette - indeed relativism and the moral nihilism with which it is often affiliated seems to be in retreat
everywhere for many observers and critics this is a wholly positive development since both have the corrosive effect of
undermining ethical certainty, the narcissist dislikes being ignored the narcissistic life - ignoring a narcissist how does
a narcissist tolerate ignoring i e treating them like they were invisible theoretically a true narcissist can t tolerate being
ignored by anyone usually they will act out or do anything to focus that person s attention back to themselves one of the
best ways to get a narcissist to leave you alone eventually, tell me why a father answers his daughter s questions - tell
me why a father answers his daughter s questions about god michael and jana novak on amazon com free shipping on
qualifying offers hailed as a new classic in faith exploration this remarkable book offers a rare chance to eavesdrop on a
conversation between a believing father and a skeptical daughter about god, the moral gap kantian ethics human limits
and god s - is morality too difficult for human beings kant said that it was except with god s assistance contemporary moral
philosophers have usually discussed the question without reference to christian doctrine and have either diminished the
moral demand exaggerated human moral capacity or tried to find a substitute in nature for god s assistance, what you can t
say paul graham - january 2004 have you ever seen an old photo of yourself and been embarrassed at the way you looked
did we actually dress like that we did and we had no idea how silly we looked, christian moral theory and morality in
action biblical - see if you can work out if the following questions are being raised with regards to the lord of the rings the
bible or the qur an the people in the book all have their own aims which are relevant to the topic of the book and the life
circumstances of that person, businessman s near death experience in hell transformed - i have read near death
experiences and a girl who did not eat meat who claims to not know much on spirituality said she saw a justice scale and
the scale was being weighed in her favor because she said she did not eat meat, conflict vs mistake slate star codex - i
for one think this is a great change and a brilliant post absolutely less time delightedly exploring still more abstruse mistake
theory legible problems although these are fun and the theory that total unity is possible feels good in favor of more time
spent on projects such as which candidates are really fighting for the people vs just astroturfed shills hear hear, why death
suffering creation com - i m still not sure why you bother with the bible at all when you don t believe that it s god s word
strong s is not a solid source because it s basically a gloss on the kjv and frequently commits the root fallacy but even this
provides the meaning adversity, grace in christianity wikipedia - the church of christ believes that the grace of god that
saves is the plan of salvation rather than salvation itself this plan includes two parts 1 the perfect life death burial and
resurrection of jesus the christ 2 the gospel new testament the faith, why declining fertility rates are not a good thing fertility decline has been an ongoing trend in the western world this fact has delighted many westerners as a recent nytimes
op ed helps to illustrate in the article entitled bye bye baby authors michael s teitelbaum and jay m winter tout the benefits of
population decline, god didn t and won t tell you to marry your spouse - if god through the holy spirit can speak to us
and tell us to do other things then why would he not tell us who to marry god is a limitless god and because he has told

many of us who he chose for us and we choose to go another way there are consequences, 10 reasons why hitler was
one of the good guys the - the only way to save western civilization is to face the lies of ww2 to face the true man that
hitler was we have to learn about national socialism and how bad off we were for siding with the wrong people in ww2,
questions answers proof that god exists - god is a personal being not an impersonal force god is immaterial omnipresent
everywhere omniscient all knowing omnipotent all powerful omnibenevolent all good immutable unchanging sovereign
supreme in authority free perfect and eternal without beginning or end, 1841 reasons christianity is false 1841 reasons according to the bible god killed or authorized the killings of up to 25 million people this is the god of which jesus was an
integral part, epistemology stanford encyclopedia of philosophy - defined narrowly epistemology is the study of
knowledge and justified belief as the study of knowledge epistemology is concerned with the following questions what are
the necessary and sufficient conditions of knowledge, why smart people defend bad ideas scott berkun - first published
april 2005 we all know someone who s intelligent but who occasionally defends obviously bad ideas why does this happen
how can smart people take up positions that defy any reasonable logic, why don t men hate being single as much as
women do - dear evan why don t men hate being single as much as women do i know you say most men are marriage
minded underneath but they seem much less interested in getting into a stable committed relationship than women do and
seem to drag their heels, being a nice guy isn t good enough paging dr nerdlove - if you want dating advice you can
take on the go be sure to check out and if you enjoy them please don t forget to give a review on amazon and goodreads
and thanks i can t do it without you, why jews push gay marriage real jew news - with the supreme court hearings last
week on homosexual unions and obama s own endorsement jews are at the forefront in promoting gay marriage jewish
leaders like billionaire s sheldon adelson michael bloomberg and marc stern of the american jewish committee have all
come out in, opinion latest the daily telegraph - the best opinions comments and analysis from the telegraph
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